How I learnt basics of Photography?
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About me

- On Wikipedia since 2009
- Second highest contributor on pa.wiki
- Co-founded Punjabi Wikimedians User Group
- Member of Affiliations Committee and Language Committee
- Strategy Coordinator (Contractor) for Hindi
- First Wikimania presentation
● Why? - Very less visual content about Punjab

● How? - It started with a PEG request

● What? - Sony DSLR
- Uploaded on Commons and nominated as Quality images
- Within 7 days -
Interesting part...

- A 686 word message on talk-page after a few weeks

- User:Hubertl (50 FP, 3424 QI and 37 VI)
Interesting part (continued)

I received the following comments from User:Hubertl

- Always use RAW
- Use Lightroom or similar softwares
- Sharpness, sharpness, sharpness
- Read the Manual
- Feedback about specific images
Wrong lens
1 year later
Fun fact: POTD on 4 February 2019
Thank you

Special thanks to User:Hubertl and the WMF Grants team
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